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ABSTRACT
Proposed herein are techniques that combine hot air containment methods and a
Smart Cooling, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) control system in a manner that
provides for improvements in facility cooling capabilities and acoustic noise reduction.
The techniques presented herein also provide safety improvements for facility personnel,
including but not limited to the eliminating and/or minimizing the exposure to hot
equipment air and high acoustic noise, as well as the opportunity for significant energy and
cost savings with Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) improvement.

The techniques

presented herein include features for hot air containment, elimination of cooling of wasted
heat air, and improvements to the air-cooling capability for NextGen platforms for line
cards, FEP and BMP supplies, and ASICs, while reducing the rack cooling power
requirements and raising the platform power efficiency.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Facility sites (facilities) with large heat sources, such as server, data, and
telecommunications equipment racks, have a significant need to improve their operating
costs and efficiency. In particular, room HVAC and hot-aisle air HVAC components
compete with each other to cool the room, with very uneven temperatures around the room
(e.g., ranging from hot to cold). For example, heat generated by equipment racks is vented
into the room where air conditioners are used to dissipate the heat. As such, HVAC
equipment needs to be oversized to compensate for this uneven distribution and
uncontained hot and cold areas in the room and around the equipment. The overall
efficiency of air conditioners is typically low and, as such, air conditioners consume high
amounts of power. In addition, hot air exiting the equipment (referred to herein as hot exit
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air) recirculates to the equipment air inlet and, accordingly, requires more cooling power
from the equipment.
In view of the above, the facility Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), which is the
total facility power including the IT power divided by the energy used by the IT equipment
per se, is very high. This results in wasted energy costs to cool the equipment and increases
the carbon footprint of the facility. This problem is growing as there is an increasing
demand for more networking equipment to come online to support, for example, cloud
computing, storage, mobile apps, real-time and streaming video and movies, etc. That is
the amount of equipment in facilities, and the power needed to cool this equipment, is
constantly increasing, accordingly making it more difficult to cool the equipment using
internal air cooling fans and blowers moving room air within the facility.
The high cost of energy in facilities results in a corresponding need to improve
efficiency, lower power demand, and conserve/save energy. As such, presented herein are
techniques that use air outside of a facility (facility outside air) as a sync and source for
heating and cooling air, along with a smart HVAC control system. That is, the techniques
presented herein use the facility outside air, when possible, as a heat sink for equipment
hot exit air and as a source for room cooling with a smart HVAC control system. The
techniques presented herein separate the equipment hot exit air from equipment from the
cool inlet room air needed for the equipment cooling. The techniques presented herein also
include the provision of a facility fan and plenum for the equipment exit hot air as an aid
to the equipment fans, thereby providing more effective cooling with less equipment
cooling power and higher equipment efficiency. As a result of the above, the techniques
presented herein improve facility PUE, with lower wasted energy costs to cool the
equipment and decreases to the carbon footprint of the facility.
In general, the techniques presented can be used for a wide range of applications
including residential, commercial, and industrial systems. However, merely for illustration,
the techniques presented herein are described with reference to high power racks in data
and telecom centers (facilities) because of their large power usages.
The basic techniques presented herein propose to contain equipment hot exit air
from room air and direct it to the HVAC directly, or exit to outside air when outside air is
cooler than exit hot air and warmer than room ambient set air temperature. These
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techniques separate the power heat load from the room HVAC and eliminate the
basic/traditional concept of hot aisles and cold aisles. The techniques may also add ducting
to the exit hot air to remove it from the room HVAC or other air conditioning systems, and
may as well add ducting to the entrance cold air to remove it from the room HVAC or other
air conditioning systems. Due to this dedicated ducting arrangement of airflow to the IT
equipment, requirement of raised tile floor as seen in traditional facilities may be
eliminated. This is a significant advantage that leads to saving space and capital expenses.
For new facilities, this exit ducting and entrance ducting can be placed just overhead, or
for existing facilities, they can be placed overhead and/or under a raised floor.
A first method presented herein includes equipment hot exit air containment to
shroud and duct to plenum with facility fan for negative pressure suction to aid equipment
internal cooling capability. A second method presented herein includes hot-aisle air
containment rooms in equipment islands of rack rows with facility fan for negative pressure
suction to aid equipment internal cooling capability. Both methods improve the equipment
efficiency and cooling capability, save wasted power and energy cost, , reduce acoustic
noise, lower energy operating and equipment costs, as well as carbon footprint. Both
methods lead to reduced PUE’s , i.e. the higher the efficiency with lower energy costs and
wasted energy savings, the lower the PUE
FIGs. 1 and 2, below, illustrate two HVAC system examples in conventional
facilities. FIGs. 3 and 4, below, illustrates two examples of improved efficiency HVAC
systems in accordance with examples presented herein.
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FIGs. 5A and 5B, below, illustrates a comparison of a conventional data center HVAC
system and a Smart HVAC data center in accordance with the techniques presented herein. In this
conservative example comparison, the Smart HVAC data center shows a PUE improvement from
1.55 to 1.34. The conditions and the data are tabulated in Table 1 below.

Parameter
Facility Room Temperature (°C)
External (to Facility) Ambient Temperature (°C)
Rack Temperature Rise (°C)
HVAC Equipment Efficiency (%)
Power Supply Efficiency (%)
IT Equipment Power Usage for Electronics (kW)
IT Equipment Power Usage for Cooling (kW)
HVAC Power Usage (kW)
Power Supply Losses (kW)
Total Power Usage (kW)
Energy Cost ($/hr)
PUE

Conventional

Smart

25
35
20
60%
90%
300
12.6
119
33
465
34.86
1.55

25
35
20
60%
90%
300
6.3
63
33
402
30.16
1.34

As can be seen, in this particular case the energy savings for the smart facility is about 14%
compared to the conventional facility. As expected, higher rack temperature rise and/or lower
temperature differences between the facility room and external ambient temperatures lead to even
smaller PUE’s and higher energy savings for the smart facility. For example at a 5C temperature
difference between the facility room and ambient temperature, and if the rack temperature rise is
increased to 25C, PUE of the smart facility is considerably improved to 1.20 (from 1.34) whereas
PUE for the conventional facility is just improved to 1.51 (from 1.55). i.e. a small change compared
to the previous case. In these conditions, the energy savings for the smart facility is more than 20%
compared to the conventional facility. Also, it is worth noting that for lower efficiency HVAC
equipment, the benefits of the proposed system are even higher, i.e. lower PUE and higher energy
savings.
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FIG. 5A Conventional HVAC Data Center System
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In the example of FIG. 5B, outside exit air volume equals outside inlet air volume
to maintain neutral room air pressure, ignoring humidifier requirements for outside inlet
air. Maintaining the neutral air room pressure, this volumetric air flow rate of the air can
vary dynamically, depending on the ambient conditions, which may produce even higher
power savings than shown in the example above.
FIGs. 6 and 7, below, are schematic diagrams illustrating aspects of the techniques
presented herein.

FIG. 6
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FIG. 7
As noted, a first method presented herein includes equipment hot exit air
containment to shroud and duct to plenum with facility fan for negative pressure suction to
aid equipment internal cooling capability. For example, a rack direct connection with the
exit air negative pressure suction to aid or replace equipment low air flow fans or blowers.
Examples of such concepts are shown in FIGs, 8, 9, and 10.
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FIG. 8

FIG. 9
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FIG. 10
FIG. 10, in particular, illustrates the concept of an exit air shroud and duct on rack
back door to air plenum and duct. The shape in Fig. 10 is for illustration purposes only,
plenum and duct shapes can be optimized to minimize hydraulic losses, therefore pumping
power as well.
Also as noted above, a second method presented herein includes hot-aisle air
containment rooms in equipment islands of rack rows with facility fan for negative pressure
suction to aid equipment internal cooling capability. An example of such an arrangement
is shown below in FIG. 11.
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FIG. 12, below, is a diagram illustrating a simplified power usage modeling in a facility.
In the example of FIG. 12:


Exhaust all load hot air when outside air source temp is lower than hot air, then pull
same volume of outside air for neutral inside room pressure.
o This is required, i.e. not optional and important to maintain neutral inside
room pressure.



Mix required load hot air and outside air as most efficient to cool or heat facility
and get minimum outside fresh air, depending on hot air and outside inlet air temps
and room set point temp.
o The volume fraction between hot exhaust air and outside air is adjusted to
minimize energy consumption.



In the examples, power dissipated for a degree-C temperature rise of air volume
requires the same power to cool a degree-C of the same air volume, ignoring the
HVAC efficiency.



The combined facility power is the server/rack input power plus the HVAC cooling
power input.
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FIGs. 13 and 14, below, are diagrams illustrating simplified models of the
techniques presented herein.

FIG. 13

FIG. 14
FIG. 15, below, is a chart illustrating the simplified Cost Savings Concept of the
Smart System described herein.
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FIG. 15
As described above, the techniques presented herein provide a method to transfer
as much of the hot air as possible from the large heat sources to the outside air sink. The
techniques presented herein provide a secondary HVAC system dedicated to the big heat
sources in a closed loop, including:


Use of outside air as an infinite air cooling source for inlet air when cooler
than the desired inlet air control setting.



Use of outside air as an infinite heat sink for exhaust air for excess heat that is
not needed to heat the facility.



Equipment inlet air flows through manifold ducts or under floor.



Using of forced air through a closed loop system provides an added degree of
external air flow to equipment to aid in cooling high density power
equipment, which:
o Lowers the equipment power needed for cooling and still meet the air
flow volume needed.
o Lowers the cost, thermal risk, and power required for equipment
designs.
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o Improves efficiency of equipment designs with less wasted power
needed and used for local cooling.
o Improves equipment design flexibility and power density with less
need for local cooling.
o Improves the use of data center space and may lead to the elimination
of raised tile floors and capital expenses.
o Lowers cost, thermal risk, lowers fan pressure drop and back pressure,
and power density problems with vendor supplied front-end power
supplies.
The techniques presented herein also use outside air as an infinite source for inlet
air or an infinite sink for outlet/exhaust air, as an alternative to, or to augment, internal air
conditioning or HVAC chiller or heater of inside room air. The techniques presented herein
also use dampers (air flow valves) as On/Off simple control or smarter proportional mixing
servo valves/dampers. High heat sources would be separated from room air by ducting for
direct separate control of similar decision and control. High cold air sources would
similarly be ducted as separate control of similar decision and control, example to exhaust
to outside air versus heating in the air conditioning heater as an example. A smart system
control should include outside humidity sensor to decide on use of using outside air as a
source to not exceed the inside air humidity limits.
The techniques presented herein are also an advantage to using local air
conditioning coolers inside to cool large equipment rack loads, such as those used in data
centers, network rooms, and telecom facilities including using raised floors for chiller air
distribution in a closed loop with inlet and outlet ducting. In these applications, additional
advantages would be gained by using ducting dedicated to the equipment inlet and outlet
air to avoid bypassing within room between inlet and outlet or combining with room air
that needs conditioning. Additional features of the techniques presented herein may add
forced air to outside through ducting can improve equipment cooling, power density, raise
allowable board power density and dissipation, allow higher exit air temperature and rise,
aid air cooling in equipment, lower component temperature stress allowing higher
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reliability, increase equipment efficiency, lower equipment cooling power needed, and
lower equipment cost and complexity.
The ultimate advantage and purpose of the techniques presented herein is energy
saving with a higher efficiency air conditioning system using the outside air as an infinite
source or sink for air conditioning, as an alternative to the traditional closed loop air
conditioning system that always heats or cools all of the inside air from the equipment
and/or personnel load plus losses to outside. This is an energy saving concept for
increasing building heating and cooling efficiency, save costs, lower carbon footprint,
lower pollution, save the environment, contribute to green initiative, save energy usage and
power plant demand for expansion and use of all types of fuels including oil. The air
ducting, piping, and manifolds can be sized much smaller with high-pressure inlets and
low-pressure (vacuum suction) exhaust. The Return-On-Investment (ROI) is high with the
savings on power and equipment costs.
The equipment cooling is aided with the exit air suction of negative pressure,
allowing for higher power density with more component air flow using less power to
cooling at a lower cost, allowing fewer components, higher reliability, less weight, and
lower complexity.


Higher airflow rates without the need for more and larger fans, more cooling
power, and without resulting higher audible noise.



Allows higher power cooling capability and power density for chassis,
boards, and power supplies.



Allows higher power density for systems and power supplies.



Allows higher temperature rise across boards and power supplies.



Raises efficiency of power supplies.



Lowers chassis power needed for fans & blowers in system and the fan
needed for power supply cooling.



Allow higher power and higher data rates with existing cross-flow cooling
technology.



Lower audible noise from fans & blowers needed for cooling systems and
power supplies.
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Mitigates fan/blower back pressure problems in power supplies, chassis,
and equipment racks with a low pressure suction.



Lower system and facility power usage, energy savings, and cost savings



Extends the system and the power supply air flow cooling capability to the
maximum possible before need to convert over to liquid or refrigerant
cooling methods.

As noted, the techniques can include rack direct connection with the exit air suction
of negative pressure to aid or replace local air flow fans or blowers. In such examples:


Use the outside air as both a sink and source as applicable to eliminate
wasted energy of cooling all of the rack hot air load, when some of that heat
can be exited outside under some conditions.



Most important feature is to use a facility high volume fan to aid our rack
air cooling capability with pulling heat out of the racks more efficiently than
we can do alone. This will provide a negative pressure on the exit air of the
rack to improve our usable air volume and allow a higher pressure drop
through the system as an aid to our fans and cooling our loads. The facility
needs to provide exit air plenums and ducts to the hot aisle and we would
have a mating outlet duct and shroud on the back of the rack.



This will allow server/data racks to cool much higher power boards and
power supplies with air than we can cool now with our limited fan size, cost,
technology, and audible noise limits, plus require less system power needed
for cooling.

In summary, the above illustrates a combined smart ducting and smart control
system that provides a significant potential opportunity for improved system cooling
capabilities, including energy cost savings using a facility air exhaust plenum for NextGen
platforms with improved FEP and BMP cooling efficiency. As the examples shown are
for server, data, or telecommunication equipment racks, the basic methods may be easily
scaled and adapted as a Smart HVAC system using dampers and ducting with outside air
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as source and sink, plus hot air containment where applicable, for industrial, municipal,
commercial, and residential applications.
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